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 Kasia Szpakowska
Striking Cobra Spitting Fire
Abstract: In this paper, a working definition and examples of “demonic parapherna-
lia” are provided, as well as methods of recognition. Besides being of interest in and
of themselves, these types of objects provide clues as to the nature of the demons,
thus helping us in our quest for a taxonomy and “demonology” of Ancient Egypt.
More specifically, this paper focuses on the use of Late Bronze Age clay cobra figur-
ines as a case-study for the broader exploration of Ancient Egyptian “demonic para-
phernalia”.
Introduction¹
While this is not the venue for a full discussion of definitions, for the purposes of this
paper, the term “demon” will encompass those beings between gods, humans, and
animals. A generic Ancient Egyptian term for the “demonic” is completely lacking,
but this should not be taken to suggest that the concept was entirely unknown
(there is neither a generic Egyptian word for “religion” nor indeed for “animal”
that would correspond to Linnaean taxonomy). The words “demon” and “demonol-
ogy” as they are used in contemporary English draw on a Judeo-Christian cultural
heritage and are seen as negative aspects of cultural, religious, or cultic conceptual-
ization and practice. The term is used here with the understanding that this “is a
scholarly convention to fill the gap existing in Ancient Egyptian, which does not
have a collective term that corresponds to the Greek daimon nor to the English pejo-
rative term ‘demon’”.² The term interstitial supernatural entities³ could be applied, as
long as the term “supernatural” is understood to refer to those phenomena that lie
outside the realm of “nature” as understood by Western culture.⁴ Within this
paper those beings that are benevolent (and who are otherwise sometimes referred
to as “genii”) are also subsumed under the term “demon.”
 I am grateful to the British Academy for their support in funding the Clay Cobras of Ancient Egypt
and the Levant project, and to the Research Institute for Arts and Humanities at Swansea University
(RIAH) for supporting travel to the demonology conference. I would also like to thank the reviewers
for providing thought-provoking insights for further exploration. This paper is a further analysis of an
ongoing study that began with Szpakowska 2003a, 113– 122.
 Lucarelli 2011, 109– 125.
 See Karen Sonik in this volume.
 For the Egyptians, the divine and the demonic was a part of their concept of the cosmos, and
therefore within “nature.”
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Here as elsewhere,⁵ within the category of “demon” I include those entities
whose origins were the living – such as the mwt (damned), xfty.w (enemies), DAy.
w (adversaries), and Ax.w (spirits) – for two reasons. First, their characteristics are
functionally the same as those of a non-human origin. In lists where a range of en-
tities are blamed for illnesses or afflictions, they can appear in tandem with other
demonic beings. Second, it is clear from internal evidence that the Ax.w at least
were considered demonic by the Egyptians themselves; in Coptic, it is the lexeme
Ax that is the basis for ih, “demon.”⁶
The need for strict categorization reflects our own culture. In his recent work on
ghosts, Christopher Eyre points out that
… in Egypt soul, ghost, demon, god are not distinct categories, but contextualized manifesta-
tions of the non-material; that are personified by men, or that manifest themselves of their
own accord, in highly contextualized ways. They are points of contact, desired or undesired,
and mostly unpredictable.⁷
The Nature of the Evidence
Broadly speaking, our evidence comes in three related (and not always readily distin-
guishable), categories of evidence: compositions, illustrations, and objects. Surviving
compositions from Ancient Egyptian provide a rich data set wherein demons are
identified either by name or characteristic. These sources are referred to here explic-
itly as compositions, for the nature of the Ancient Egyptian graphemic system and
scripts ensured that the concept of text and image were inexorably intertwined.⁸
This is not to say that images, when included, necessarily illustrated a particular
text, but they are integral to understanding the composition as a whole. In other in-
stances, it is difficult to find a clear demarcation between text and image; a specific
sign, whether hieroglyphic or hieratic can at times function as either or both. Hostile
demons often appear in lists and groups, perhaps in order to ensure that all possible
agents responsible for the affliction are included.⁹
Compositions that mention demons can be found from the Old Kingdom on-
wards in compositions found primarily in mortuary contexts such as tomb inscrip-
tions (particularly in the form of curses,¹⁰ and formulae called “appeals to the liv-
ing”), Pyramid Texts, Coffin Texts, and the Book of the Dead. They can also be
found in the Royal Books of the Afterlife, compositions that appear in the tombs of
 Szpakowska 2009, 799–805; 2012.
 Wb I, 16.10; Crum 1939, 89; Černy´ 1976, 50.
 Eyre 2009, 33–46.
 Bryan 1996, 161–168.
 For a comparable situation in Akkadian sources see Rendu Loisel 2011, 323–332.
 For curses in general see Morschauser 1991.
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pharaohs from the New Kingdom onwards, including the Litany of Re, Composition of
the Hidden Chamber (more commonly known as the Book of Am Duat),¹¹ Book of
Gates, Book of Caverns, Book of the Earth, Book of Night, Book of Day, and the “Enig-
matic Books of the Netherworld”.¹² Demonic entities also appear in letters written to
the dead.¹³ Literary texts from all periods also include references to demonic entities.
The Tales of Wonder, Ghost Stories, the Bentresh Stela, and the Tale of Setne Khaem-
wase constitute a small sample.¹⁴
Numerous magical and medical compositions have survived from the Middle
Kingdom onwards.¹⁵ These offer clues not only to the identity of demons, but they
often dispense detailed guides on how to deal with their powers. In terms of hostile
entities, the compositions impart information on which groups or individuals are re-
sponsible for which specific affliction or problem. By informing us of the means to
counteract them, they provide further clues as to the hostile demons’ natures and
even physiognomy. They also are our source of knowledge of associated rituals
and which words, gestures, weapons, devices and ingredients are effective against
which enemy. Some prescriptions call upon the aid of gods or beneficial demons
for aid, reminding us that the boundaries between categories of beings in ancient
Egypt were far more fluid and fuzzy than those today.
As previously mentioned, many of the compositions include illustrations. For ex-
ample, the Book of Two Ways (a subset of the Coffin Texts), maps the geography of the
afterlife complete with representations of demonic entities that guard the paths.
These entities must be identified, and in some cases responded to correctly in
order for the deceased to be able to pass safely. These “guardian” demons serve to
illustrate the intrinsic ambiguity of demons in ancient Egypt. They are hostile only
to those who do not belong – they are benevolent towards those who prove them-
selves as worthy of passing by demonstrating the correct knowledge. From the
Late Period onwards, tomb and temple ceilings feature astral bodies that have
been demonized.¹⁶
Objects, whether inscribed with text or not, can also be decorated with demonic
representations. In the case of both objects and compositions, hostile demons are
rarely depicted. Those that are depicted (in particular in the Royal Books of the After-
life) seem to be those that derive from an initially human source and appear anthro-
 See Colleen Manassa’s article in this volume.
 For an overview of these and bibliographies see Hornung 2005. See also the recently published
Darnell 2004 and Roberson 2012.
 For convenient English translations see Wente 1990, 210–219. For more recent discussions see
Bochi 1999, 73–86; El-Leithy 2003, 305–313; Moreno García 2010, 133– 153; O’Donoghue 1999, 87–
104; Verhoeven 2003, 31–51.
 Convenient English translations can be found in Simpson 2003.
 Useful compendiums can be found online at Fischer-Elfert 2009. and in Borghouts 1978; Leitz
1999; Fischer-Elfert/Richter 2005.
 Lucarelli 2010.
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pomorphic – those that we might call the damned dead (mwt, djAy.w, xfty.w and Ax.w
noted earlier). More often, compositions and objects are decorated with the images of
gods or benevolent demons – those whose function it is to ward, protect, and defend.
Generally speaking, they appear in zoomorphic or hybrid form, wielding powerful
weapons.¹⁷ The helpful function of these entities is confirmed by those examples
that are labeled or textually described.
Indeed, what are most readily visible in the archaeological record are the mate-
rial tools used for combat or defense. These demonic devices are for the most part
objects that act as conduits for benevolent demons to counteract hostile entities
and their effects (though if any are found that provide access for hostile beings,
they will need further study as well). Whether held in the hands of a priest or
other individual, they operate by channeling and becoming activated by heka, the
Egyptian concept of magic or active divine force.
This paper discusses the concept of these “demonic paraphernalia” in the con-
text of Ancient Egypt. On a general level, a working definition and examples are pro-
vided, as well as methods of recognition. Besides being of interest in themselves,
these objects provide clues as to the nature of the demons themselves, thus helping
us in our quest for a typology and to create a “demonology” of Ancient Egypt. The
specific focus will be on a particular corpus of objects – clay cobra figurines
found in the Late Bronze Age. These highlight some of the interpretive problems en-
countered when dealing with uninscribed artifacts.
Defining Demon Things
Recognizing an object as a demonic device can be complicated and frustrating. How
do we recognize an object as having a special property rather than being say, an or-
dinary piece of furniture? Initially it must be by references to the object in texts, or,
as will be discussed now, by their decoration or form. If we can find a text that spe-
cifically refers to the object, so much the better, for then we also know how it was
used.
Ancient Egyptian Late Middle Kingdom apotropaic ivory wands are perhaps the
most familiar example of the objects that can be classed as demonic paraphernalia.¹⁸
Each is made from the tusk of a hippopotamus, and most are decorated with a pa-
rade of protective demonic entities. The latter are usually zoomorphic or hybrid, and
they wield powerful weapons such as daggers, spears, and snakes (though these
weapons can also appear on their own). These apotropaic ivory wands have long
been associated with the protection of pregnant women and the process of child-
 Part of the goal of the demonology project discussed in this volume is to undertake a systematic
semiotic and iconographic analysis.
 The most comprehensive publication is still Altenmüller 1965 who is in the process of updating
the entire corpus for a new publication.
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birth. The clues are found in inscribed examples, some of which name children or the
“Lady of the Estate.” Others are actually inscribed with the information that they pro-
tect in the day and in the night and one example provides the names of some of the
beneficial entities.¹⁹ In that these objects are worn away at one end, the suggestion
now is that they were employed to draw a protective circle around the vulnerable in-
dividual, whether it be a woman giving birth, an infant, or perhaps even any individ-
ual particularly vulnerable to the affects of hostile demons. They presumably func-
tion by demarcating a sacred space, bounded by the powerful apotropaic force of
heka filled beneficial demons, warding away any possible assaults.
Identifying these images as signifiers of protective benevolent demons allows us
to identify other objects as belonging at least partially to the sphere of demonic para-
phernalia. A birth brick recently discovered in Abydos is painted with these genii to
further protect the birthing mother.²⁰ In the Metropolitan Museum a faience spouted
cup from Lisht sports the same parade of powerful creatures,²¹ as does a clay cup
now in the Petrie Museum,²² providing the same protection to the contents of the
cup as was offered to those within the protective circle created by the apotropaic
ivory wands. While those objects date to the Middle Kingdom, in the New Kingdom
headrests were often decorated with similar imagery²³. Some of the spells inscribed
on the headrests also confirm that the function was still apotropaic, though in this
case the protection was for the sleeper. Many of the same benevolent demons can
be found in funerary compositions such as Coffin Texts and the Book of the Dead, of-
fering the justified dead the same protection as the living.
Other objects can only be identified by references in texts. The most useful of
these for reflecting actual practice are spells. Those that are found in magical/med-
ical compositions, as well as some of those found in what is usually considered a
mortuary sphere, (such as Coffin Texts), often consist of prescriptions that stipulate
the use of particular tools and ingredients along with gestures and incantations. For
example, one Middle Kingdom spell protects a mother and child from a nasty
demon:²⁴
May you be spat out, one who came in the utter darkness, who entered creeping – his nose is
behind him, his face turned back – having failed in that which he came to do.
May you be spat out, one who came in the utter darkness, who entered creeping – her nose be-
hind her, her face turned backwards – having failed in what she came for.
…
I have made his protection against you,
 Voss 1999, 390–399.
 Wegner 2009, 447–491.
 Object #23 in Allen 2005, 30– 1. Accession #44.4.4 now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
can be see in their online catalogue <http://www.metmuseum.org/collections>.
 UC16644 that can be seen in their online catalogue < http://petriecat.museums.ucl.ac.uk/>.
 For examples, see Perraud 1998; 2002.
 Papyrus Berlin 3027, C 1,9/2–6. See Yamazaki 2003.
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with sweet clover – this means the use of force,
with onions – which harm you,
with honey – sweetness for people, bitterness for those yonder
with the tail of an Abdjw-fish,
with the jawbone of a bull(?)
with the back of a Nile-perch.
This spell relies on the use of organic elements such as sweet clover, onions, honey,
the tail and back of fish and a jawbone as the devices by which to counteract the
creeping demon. While these objects are unfortunately unlikely to have survived
the millennia in the archaeological record, others may be found in museums and col-
lections.
In 1990 Ritner re-published Ostracon Gardiner 363, a spell against night terrors
that again are clearly blamed on demons, in particular male and female adversaries
and damned dead.²⁵ The texts specifies that it is “to be said over the four Uraei made
of pure clay and fire in their mouths. One is placed on each corner of each room in
which there is a man or a woman …”. At that time Ritner identified EA 55594 (a clay
cobra figurine in the British Museum) as a possible surviving example of one of the
mentioned uraei. Originally they seemed a rare phenomenon. However, since taking
on this project, I have tracked down over 725 fragments of this type of clay cobra –
indicating that far from being rare, they constituted a vital part of the demon-fighting
rituals of many Egyptians living in Late Bronze Age Egypt.²⁶ A deeper analysis of
these figures will provide a case study for the interpretation of figurines as parapher-
nalia intended to be used in the constant fight against demons.
Clay Cobra Figurines and Their Context
Measuring an average of 12 cm. in height (about the size of a hand), these small fig-
urines are formed predominantly of Nile silt²⁷ and are shaped in the form of a rearing
snake poised to strike or threaten.²⁸ Unlike the more commonly found fragments of
uraeus figures used as decorative elements on a frieze, the clay snakes generally lack
a solar disk on their head, as well as the circular decorations one might expect to
find on the front of the cobra hood. Many are decorated on the front, sides, or
back with yellow, blue, red, or black paint or slip, suggesting that these would
have been visible from all angles (see figure 1). Broken pieces reveal the black
core of incompletely fired clay. This is typical of many of the figurines, as is the
 Ritner 1990, 25–41.
 A monograph on these artifacts is in progress by the author.
 This includes some of those found abroad, while others were made of the local clay.
 Note that while the term “cobra” has been and continues to be applied to these because of their
hoods, some other snakes are also able to create hoods when threatened, and it is this gesture that is
likely being represented rather than any particular species of snake; Young/Kardong 2010, 1521– 1528.
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course organic temper, and the remnants of some sort of gypsum or plaster accre-
tions.
While some of the torsos are smooth, the most striking feature of others is the
attached elongated bowl, rather resembling a miniature pottery stand. But the spe-
cific features of these cobras vary considerably. Some have a bowl, some do not.
Some have extra protuberances that may indicate additional snakes, some do not.
The eyes, heads, and tails vary in shape, as does the decoration in terms of its pres-
ence or absence, style and colors. Figure 2 below is an example of a cobra with a
secondary snake attached and an offering tray.
There is no indication that they were made in molds, and their variation is con-
sistent with objects that are made by hand. At this stage in the project there seem to
be two broad categories of figurines: free-standing and those attached to the inside
of bowls. Because so many are in a fragmentary state, for most of them it is uncertain
to which category they belong.
These snake cobras have been found in archaeological sites in Egypt, mainly in
settlements as well as military and administrative centers from Amarna north, and
along the Mediterranean coast from the Libyan border into the Levant. Originally,
Fig. 1: Cobra torso (front and back) from Amarna ©National Museums Liverpool: World Museum
#56.21.685
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these were thought to be a rare phenomenon, but more than 725 fragments are now
known. They have been identified in fifteen sites as follows:
Nile Valley: Abydos, Akoris, Amarna, Gurob
Nile Delta: Kom Firin, Memphis, Qantir, Sais, Sakkara, Tell Abqa’in, Tell el-Borg
Levant: Beth Shean, Haruba, Kamid el-Loz
Libyan border: Zawayet Umm el-Rakham
It is probably no coincidence that with the exception of the Nile Valley sites, their
findspots follow the main centers of settlement of Ramesside Egypt. It is noteworthy
that many are found in the fortified complexes and administrative complexes, in-
cluding the “Walls of the Ruler,” along the Mediterranean in the Egyptian Late
Bronze Age. These artifacts are thus crucial to understanding the social and religious
life of those living at the military installations, as well as the identity of their users
and creators. It is unclear whether the cobras represent cults associated with women
or men, officials or non-elite. They may have been used for extra-priestly rituals or
embedded within the context of more formal religious structures. Because they are
also found in settlements not usually associated with the military sphere, they
serve to illuminate the relationship of domestic religious practices within the center
of Ancient Egypt with those occurring at the periphery. In particular, they emphasize
Fig. 2: Amarna cobra (front and side) ©Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung ÄM21583
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that the troubles and demons that plagued Egyptians close to home followed them
on the road.
Cobra figurines from settlement contexts such as Amarna have been found
alongside objects traditionally associated with domestic use such as spindle whorls,
jar sealings, pottery, basket rings, needles, headrests, and clay balls, while others
have been found with amulets, figurines resembling phalluses, nude women,
ducks, and quadrupeds. For example, one room of a house in the workmen’s village
of Amarna that had a niche or shelf as a feature, also contained a plaque of Amun in
ram form, a weaving stick, broom, two fiber ring stands, jar stopper, broom, leather
fragments, five clay balls and a clay cobra.²⁹ While a detailed analysis will be pub-
lished elsewhere, at this stage it is useful to note that the majority of figurines were
Fig. 3: Map showing location of sites with LBA clay cobra figurines
 Peet/Woolley 1923, 79–80.
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found in a domestic setting. Some have been found in and near temples, and frag-
ments have even been found in secure contexts in the quarry area near the Work-
man’s Village of Amarna. They are not particularly found in refuse, and with the ex-
ception of those from Sakkara, they do not appear in a mortuary context.
The cobra figurines seem to be strikingly absent from Nubian fortresses and in
southern sites in general. While similar archaeological contexts in southern sites
such as Askut also yield female figurines and mud and clay animals such as croco-
diles,³⁰ the clay cobra figurines are strikingly absent. Initial investigations suggest
that these figurines are also lacking in Middle Kingdom fortresses and settlements.
While no conclusions can yet be drawn on the basis of their currently known geo-
graphical distribution, these artifacts are of interest.
From the numbers that have been found in Egypt, there is no reason to posit that
these artifacts had their origin anywhere other than Egypt. Stylistic differences may,
however, reflect incorporation of native practices and needs with Egyptian icono-
graphic traditions. In some cases where technical analyses have been done (such
as on the examples from Beth Shan³¹), it is clear that although these artifacts were
made from local fabric, the clay was made more useable by the addition of Egyp-
tian-style coarse organic temper and were then formed with the use of Egyptian tech-
nology.³² The presence at many of these sites of pottery workshops and kilns testifies
to the Egyptian practice of bringing their own potters onsite with them even to sites
in the Levant. The practice at Levantine sites such as this perhaps reflects another
adaptation of the New Kingdom emphasis on Egyptian self-reliance as suggested
by Ellen Morris.³³ However, analyses of the figurines at Haruba in the Sinai revealed
that while two of the figures were made of indigenous clay, two others from the same
site and levels were made of clay from Egypt – demonstrating that in some cases at
least Egyptians brought their familiar cult items with them to the bases at which they
were stationed.
The temporal scope of the clay cobra figurines is mainly New Kingdom through
the Twenty-First Dynasty. The earliest ones were found in Amarna. With the excep-
tion of the later mud figurines found at Abydos, this is also the southernmost site
at which they are found. The ones at Abydos and Akoris are dated to the Third Inter-
mediate Period at the earliest, and have idiosyncratic features distinguishing them
from cobra figurines found at the other sites. Most of the other sites are Ramesside
(specifically Ramesses II onwards). Their temporal span is thus firmly anchored with-
in the Late Bronze Age through the Early Iron Age.
 Smith, S.T. 2003, 131– 133.
 James/McGovern/Bonn 1993.
 Glanzman / Fleming 1993, 94– 102.
 Morris 2005.
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Interpretation
Given the lack of ancient instructions on how to use the figurines, interpreting their
function and even who used them is not a simple matter. As only two have been
found in a funerary context, they do seem to be associated with cults performed
on behalf of the living. Only two are known to have had a use as grave goods,
(and this use may have been secondary),³⁴ while their form and size makes them un-
suitable as amulets. Based on their morphology, associated artifacts, and findspots it
is most likely that those that were free-standing as well as those that were part of
bowls had a ritual or cultic use associated with the living either as objects of worship
or as demonic devices.
So far, the majority of the freestanding cobras and bowls have been found in con-
texts associated with living quarters or areas of production (often ones that include
kilns for firing ceramics as well as ones for the production of bread), whether these
be in towns within the Nile Valley, military installations in the Delta, or at the fringes
of areas within the Egyptian sphere of influence. Men were not the only inhabitants
of these sites, and the question of whether women and children may have been ac-
tive participants or even the main agents of the associated rituals needs also to be
addressed. It seems clear that the figurines cannot solely be associated with “domes-
tic religion” if we understand “domestic” to refer to practices that take place within
the physical locus of the home, nor to “household” or “family” religion (associated
specifically with members of the nuclear family as well as dependents, including
servants), nor with a single social unit, such as the military. It may be safest at
the moment to suggest that most of the cobra figurines are associated with Jonathan
Z. Smith’s concept of the religion of “here,”³⁵ that is, the primary places of human
occupation whether they be villages, forts, administrative outposts, or even tempora-
rily quarries,³⁶ versus the religion of “there,” temples and locales that are specifically
designated as the more permanent residences of supernatural entities. This religion
of “here” is often manifested primarily through material remains, and thus is an as-
pect of religious practice in Egypt that has been unexplored until recently.³⁷ It is in
the realm of “here” that personal afflictions take place, and it is “here” that these
afflictions begin to be blamed on demons.³⁸
The question then remains, what were these objects used for? Here again, the
textual and representational evidence must be used. Spells abound to keep away
 Two of the Sakkara figurines were found in a burial (Sowada et al. 1999, 13).
 Smith, J.Z. 2003, 21–38.
 At least six fragments have been found in the quarries (Stevens 2006, 316).
 The situation is now beginning to be redressed by scholars such as Lesko 2008, 197–209, Ritner
2008, 171– 196, Sweeney 2009, 154– 164.
 As Frankfurter 2006, 13 explains “the ‘demonic” is less a category of supernatural being than a
collective reflection on unfortunate occurrences, on the ambivalence of deities, on tensions sur-
rounding social and sexual roles, and on the cultural dangers that arise from liminal or in-
comprehensible people, places, and activities.”
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snakes and scorpions and to cure their bites, but contrary to what we might intuitive-
ly expect, they do not usually feature the use of objects shaped like snakes. They
rather tend to call upon feline creatures,³⁹ Horus, or his relatives. But the cobras
are mentioned in other spells such the ostrakon published by Ritner and discussed
above.⁴⁰ While the spell ends with the injunction that it is “to be said over the four
Uraei made of pure clay and fire in their mouths”, the beginning provides us with the
identity of the assailants.
Male adversary, female adversary … be far from … dead male, dead female, without coming.
He will not go forth face forwards, limbs as sound limbs – his heart is for the evening-meal
for the One in the Moment of Striking. NN born of NN has extracted your hearts, dead ones.
He has seized your hearts dead males and dead females. He has offered them to the Striker
for his sustenance of his limbs. You all, you will not live! Your limbs are his(?) offering cakes.
You will not escape from the 4 Noble Ladies from this fortress of Horus who is in Shenit.⁴¹
It specifically targets the male and female damned (mwt) and adversaries (DAj.w).
The demonic nature of these entities is emphasized by their description as reversed
– not facing forwards and their limbs unsound – revealing their fundamental nature
as chaotic in stark contrast to the ordered world of the living. Their hearts are re-
moved, their power is consumed, and they are rendered inert and powerless to es-
cape in the very same fashion as are the enemies of Ra and Osiris every night in
the afterlife. Compositions in the tombs of New Kingdom pharaohs portray through
words and images the continual torture and torment of these demonic beings. The
key here is that this spell, as described in the final passage, is to be recited over
four clay rearing cobras which become charged with heka, necessary to repel the de-
mons. The Egyptian term for the rearing cobra is jar.t or uraeus. Throughout Egyptian
history, the uraeus is conceived of as a female divine force, and her power is just as
effective against demons and enemies whether her physical conduit is composed of
gold (such as that worn by the pharaoh) or made of clay.
This spell also refers to the “Four Noble Ladies,” and this refers to both the fig-
urines and to that which they channel – the power of the four goddesses. Their pre-
cise identity is not crucially important – they can be identified in other circumstan-
ces as Isis, Nephthys, Selket and Neith, or even other combinations. What is more
important is the role that they play in magical texts. They appear again in a spell
to protect a house,⁴² which begins by conjuring (Snj) one by one all the gaps that
could potentially be breached by demonic entities (again more specifically male
and female dead and enemies). Once the windows and even the tiniest chinks,
 Perhaps invoking the image of the sungod Ra in his form of the great cat subduing Apep.
 The translation largely follows Ritner 1990, 25–41.
 The translation largely follows Ritner 1990, 25–41, while the following discussion as related
specifically to nightmares is published in more detail in Szpakowska 2010, 21–39.
 Papyrus Chester Beatty VIII vs. 1, 1–2, 4 in Borghouts 1978, 10– 11, #11.
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bolts, holes, hiding-places and cross-timbers have been ensorcelled, the spell user
proceeds:
… He has conjured his own place, his room, his bed. He has conjured the four noble ladies (Sps.t) in
whose mouth is their flame and whose fire goes behind them to chase away any male enemy
(xfty), any female enemy, any male dead (mt), any female dead that is in the body of NN
born of NN. They will not come for him in the night, by day or at any time. They will not fall
upon the four noble ladies … … their flame in their mouth … …rushes, colocynths (?)…⁴³
It is not explicitly stated here whether or not clay cobra figurines would be used with
this spell, but the parallels with this and the Gardiner ostrakon are striking. Here
again, the Four Noble Ladies are called upon to protect the private space where a
demon might find an individual at his most vulnerable – the bedroom. In the Met-
ternich Stela, the Noble Ladies offer intimate security for the god Horus by protecting
his body. ⁴⁴ On a practical level, it may be that it was not necessary to actually have
four figurines at any one time – the quadrupled power of the fiery goddess could be
encapsulated in a single icon and embodied by a figurine of clay.
Fiery Serpent
In Papyrus Salt 825 we find the protective nature of rearing cobras emphasized once
again. The “rebels” who act against Osiris are here represented by the figures of a
foreigner (Asiatic) and Seth, bound together by the elbows back-to-back, encased
in a rectangular cage. There are four vignettes, each guarded by a set of four protec-
tive icons on the top. One set consists of four flaming torches, the second cobras, the
third praising baboons, and the fourth the heads of lionesses.⁴⁵ Again there seems to
be a metaphoric connection between fire, lionesses, cobras, and in this case baboons
as well – a connection that deserves further study to be explored fully.⁴⁶
In a range of sources and times, two of the most prominent weapons used to de-
fend divine and mortal beings from demons are cobras and fire. That the rearing
snake was selected as a potent power against disorder is not surprising. Venomous
snakes are some of the most dangerous creatures of earthly Egypt, and some,
such as the red spitting or black-necked cobra of Egypt, to defend themselves by
spraying their burning venom from a range of almost 8 feet directly towards the
 Ibid.
 The spell calls upon them as “the Four Noble Ladies who are the protection of your body!” Ibid.,
70, #93. See also vs. 3.1. For the Noble Ladies see also Leitz 1994, 144f; Quack 2004, 467–496, 492;
Goyon 1987, 57–76.
 A clear photograph can be seen in Raven 2012, 114.
 While the presence of baboons may seem surprising, in fact these connections are not limited to
this papyrus. For example, there are a number of examples in the Book of the Dead depicting the Lake
of Fire where the lake itself is surrounded by torches and baboons.
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eyes of their antagonist. The poisonous particles are dispersed as a spray rather than
spit. High-speed cameras have captured the images of snakes propelling the venom-
ous particles in patterns.⁴⁷ This spray was also depicted by the Egyptians as a series
of dots, as can be seen for example in the Book of Gates where a giant snake contin-
ually spits poison at the damned. Here, the snake’s spray is explicitly labeled as xt,
fire, confirming the connection between fire and venom.⁴⁸
Snakes are also the ultimate transformative creatures, giving birth within the
earth, moving strangely upon the ground without the use of legs, and continuously
transforming and rejuvenating themselves by shedding their skin. This can be seen in
Hour Four of the Book of the Amduat, where strange snakelike creatures inhabit the
desert region, and the very bark of jwf-Re, the Flesh of Ra, the Sun-God at night is
transformed into that of a snake to allow passage through the dry sandy region.
Some snakes guard and protect the gods, others restrict passage through the various
locations to only those who possess the correct knowledge, while others perpetually
torture the damned.
With the exception of Nehebkau, male gods were not usually represented as
snakes. Instead, this icon was associated with some of the most powerful goddesses
in Ancient Egypt including Weret-hekau, Hathor, Isis, Nephthys, Mut, Neith,Wadjet,
Meretseger, and Renenutet, as well as the Four Noble Ladies.While the main individ-
ual characteristics of these goddesses vary, they all carry within them the potential to
be vicious maintainers of maat in their wrath against jsfet and to act as the fiery eye
of the sun. It is this characteristic that is signified when they are represented either
totally or as hybrids in snake form. The association between powerful goddesses was
so strong that the sign of a rearing cobra becomes the standard and generic determi-
native for any goddess.
As well as being used as weapons by the gods, pharaohs, and humans, snakes
were also wielded by beneficial demons (and gods). As discussed above, one of the
ways we can recognize demonic devices is by their iconography. The images them-
selves serve not only as “labels” to their function. For the Egyptians, writing and
drawing were performative: by composing, they would “make it so.” The demonic
devices discussed above, the apotropaic ivory wands, headrests, and vessels, are
decorated with beneficial demons taking the form of Bes- and Beset-like warriors,
or fantastic creatures containing the most recognizable portions of intimidating ani-
mals such as crocodiles, lions, panthers, hippos, hawks, and the Seth-animal. They
can be clothed in the skins of panthers or leopards, marking their affiliation with the
wild and untamed world, but also their control over hostile chaotic entities. Amongst
their arsenal of weapons that include more traditional weapons such as spears and
daggers (which could be depicted on all their limbs, including their feet), they wield
snake staffs. Snakes can also appear in the mouths of the deity, either in the process
 Young/Boetig/Westhoff 2009.
 Anthes 1983, 93–94.
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of being bitten and restrained, thus being absorbed and consumed by the beneficial
demon, or as evoking their fire-spewing power. The rearing cobras can also be held
in their hands, poised to strike. This smiting pose is found in Ancient Near Eastern
imagery,⁴⁹ including the traditional smiting pose of the Egyptian pharaoh,⁵⁰ empha-
sizing the victory of order over chaos.
The importance of fire as an effective counter-agent against the many agents of
chaos is a topic worthy of a full study, and can here only be summarized. From the
earliest times, the pharaoh himself was shown wearing the cobra on his brow.⁵¹ That
the uraeus here represents the protective power of the cobra and the threat of burn-
ing fire can be seen in texts such as Pyramid Text 273 (Pyr. 396b-c), “His gods are on
his head, his uraei are on his brow; the guiding serpent of Unas is on his forehead:
that which perceives the ba, useful, it burns.” Scenes from compositions describing
the Netherworld graphically depict the burning of the damned and the enemies of Ra
and Osiris by fire. These chaotic entities can be shown held hostage by flames, as-
saulted by or chopped up and immersed in cauldrons of fire perpetually lit by
flame-spitting cobras or lionesses.⁵²
The same fire is used as an ultimate weapon for the protection of vulnerable
mortals. In spells it can appear as a massive conflagration, consuming those who
dare to come too close. One spell describes,
… it is the consuming flame by Sia, Lord of Heaven. The earth is on fire, the sky is on fire, the
people and gods are on fire. You say you are hidden against it (but) “it is come” – as is its name
in truth. Beware of the flame which comes forth from the Two Horizons!⁵³
In others it is wielded as a flame-thrower, targeted with pinpoint accuracy by a dead-
ly sharpshooter.⁵⁴ Snakes themselves are imbued with fire in their bellies as is descri-
bed in Coffin Text 423 “… fire going up, flame up from the bellies of those who creep,
and the fiery one will be against them as the Eye of Ra.”
It is reasonable then that the fiery serpent defending the king and the gods
would be integrated into spells or encapsulated as three-dimensional objects de-
signed for people of lower ranks as well, to illuminate the chaotic darkness and in-
cinerate fiendish hordes. Snake figurines found at Abydos may provide further clues
as to the function of the figurines in general. They take the form of tiny snakes rear-
ing on platforms – one of the tallest is a mere 10 cm in height from the bottom of its
 Wiggerman 1992; 2000, 217–252.
 Davis 1992.
 Johnson 1990.
 It is worth considering whether these entities, when not explicitly marked as divinities should be
included in the category of beneficial demons.
 Papyrus Leiden I 348, spell 36, lines in Borghouts 1971, 32; Borghouts 1978, #9. See also the links
between the sun god, the uraeus, and fire to combat headaches (blamed on Apep) in Papyrus Leiden I
348 (rto IV, 9–10), spell 11, in Borghouts 1971 and explained more fully in Leitz 1987, 55–60.
 Papyrus Chester Beatty III, r. 1– 11, for a detailed discussion see Szpakowska 2003b.
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platform to the top of its head. They are made of dark silt mud, and remain unfired.
Approximately sixteen are known. Ten were excavated by a joint team from Pennsyl-
vania and Yale Universities, from the debris (possibly dating to the Third Intermedi-
ate Period) near Osiris temple and the Ramesses II temple enclosure (at that time
named the “Portal”).⁵⁵ This debris consisted of the surviving materials from previous
excavations and from looting. Amongst the remains were two artifact types noted by
O’Connor as being particularly intriguing. One of these consisted of small, unbaked
mud figurines with visible straw temper, shaped into the forms of ram heads, vul-
tures, and cobras. Of the latter, ten were found by the 1967 excavation. A further
six can be found in Leiden and in London.⁵⁶ The provenance of these figurines is un-
certain as they were acquired in the Nineteenth Century from the collector Giovanni
Anastasi (1780– 1860). Nevertheless, the similarity to the ones excavated in 1967,
even in terms of associated artifacts, is so striking that there can be little doubt
that they too must have come from Abydos.
Conveniently, some of these snake figurines are inscribed, and I was able to ex-
amine one of them.⁵⁷ The mud was inscribed vertically in cursive hieroglyphs with
white ink which is now barely legible. Luckily, the tool used to inscribe the text
scratched the mud and these markings are still partially visible. One of the signs
is unfortunately unclear and indeed this should be considered a tentative translation
only. It seems to read Tz Hrt ? ? nhs “One-who-raises-the-face […] (against) Seth”. The
lexeme nhs can refer to the hippopotamus or Seth in later periods. The reference to
“raising the face” is an ideal descriptor of the distinguishing feature of a cobra who
raises herself up, facing and poised to strike against any who might threaten.
However, it must be stressed that these figurines are in many ways very different
from those that were fired and so while they represent a local manifestation of the
same phenomenon, any comparisons must be undertaken cautiously. These Abydene
mud figurines and other associated magical artifacts are the subject of a study by
Maarten Raven, who suggests that at least in part their role was to protect the tem-
ple.⁵⁸ Nevertheless, it is clear that one of the most powerful signifiers for the protec-
tion of a space, whether it be the space surrounding a god, a temple, or a vulnerable
individual, from a demonic entity, whether it be Seth or any of the afflicting hordes,
was that of a rearing cobra poised to strike with her fiery breath.
 O’Connor 1967, 10–23.
 Four are now in the Rijksmuseum in Leiden (AT103a-d) and two are in the British Museum
(EA2002; EA2003.)
 I am grateful to The British Museum for allowing me to examine EA 2002, for providing access to
Samuel Birch’s notes on the object (Samuel Birch [1836–1886] was one of the first Egyptological
scholars at the British Museum) and to Richard Parkinson and Robert Demarée who helped to make
sense of the text.
 Raven 2012, 117– 118. More light may be shed on this with the forthcoming publication by Goyon
2012.
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Concluding Thoughts
Textual evidence in the form of spells clearly point to the apotropaic use of these fig-
urines as demonic devices that functioned as fiery weapons and as the demarcations
of a lethal defensive perimeter impenetrable by demonic entities. The representations
depicting individuals offering a rearing snake on a platform and stele dedicated to
goddesses with similar iconography (including Meretseger, Neith, Weret-Hekau and
particularly Renenutet) suggest that the three-dimensional figures could also be
used as divine statuettes.⁵⁹ While this aspect will not be discussed here, it highlights
again those fuzzy boundaries surrounding Ancient Egyptian conceptions, for in both
cases the figurines act as a metaphor and conduit to and from the world beyond. On
the one hand they accelerate prayers to the goddess, on the other they channel her
powers against demonic foes. The archaeological context suggests that use of clay
cobra figurines and their intrinsic magic was not restricted to the literate elite, but
was accessible to a wider segment of the population. Their extensive geographical
distribution testifies to their popularity.
Texts, representations, and comparanda can help us to identify paraphernalia
used to channel divine powers in the fight against demons. These in turn aid in
our quest to understand the place of demons within the Ancient Egyptian worldview
and system of categorization. Their conceptual metaphors are expressed not only in
their written language but in objects as well, which can be considered as three-di-
mensional classifiers. Women, Fire and Dangerous Things is the title of a classic
work on metaphor by Lakoff.⁶⁰ An Ancient Egyptian writing about their common
metaphors might have titled it (in typical wordy fashion) as Cobras, Fire, Goddesses,
and Demon-Slaughtering Things.⁶¹
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